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Taylor students will take to
the streets of Indianapolis as
they run in the nation's largest
mini-marathon. Thirty-thou-
sand people entered the 13-
mile race, which begins at 8
a.m., according to the official
Web site.
The mini-marathon, one of
the events leading up to the
Indy 500, includes running a
lap around the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway and through
the streets of downtown Indy.
Director of Alumni Relations
Marty Songer and Assistant
Director of Alumni Relations
Sharon Campbell will be at the
Taylor University tent at the
end of the race. They will greet
students and alumni with
The DC addition will extend over the concrete patio and steps leading into the facility. Inside, students will find a larger lounge


















Last weekend someone broke
into Freimuth Administration
Building. Campus safety has
not yet identified any suspects.
Last Saturday at 8:05 a.m., an
unidentified student called
campus safety concerning a
shattered glass door near
the post office, according
to Mike Row, director of cam-
pus safety.
Row and the campus safety
officer on-call arrived soon
after the call came in and
checked the building with
the assistance of an Upland
police officer.  
What appeared to be rocks or
pieces of cement block had
broken the left interior glass
door which leads into the
University Relations offices,
Row said.
"They basically just smashed
it out," said Director of News
Services Jim Garringer, who
works in University Relations.
"There was glass everywhere."
As the officers continued
their building check, Row
noticed one of the interior
doors to the restroom in the
bursar's office showed signs of
tampering. 
The intruder had pried the
doorknob off and left it lying
on the floor.  While the intrud-
er did not leave the door open,
he probably entered the
bursar's office by using a
screwdriver to unlatch the
door, Row said.
The bursar staff members
noticed things on their desks
had been moved, but have
not noticed anything missing,
Bursar Cathy Moorman said.  
The previous weekend, the
front glass door shattered. Row
believes the incident was
an accident.
While campus safety has not
named a suspect, it believes
the intruder had very little
experience.
"Professional criminals aren't
that sloppy," Row said.
Campus safety is taking steps
Taylor students are unlocking
the mystery of proteins along
with over 500,000 globally
connected personal computers.
Folding@Home is an online
project that distributes its pro-
tein computing project to over
500,000 PCs, combining them
into one massive, shared super-
computer.
At least four Taylor students
have connected their computers
to the Stanford University-
sponsored project that daily
tries to understand how pro-








SAC members drove from
dorm to dorm yelling through a
loudspeaker just before 10 a.m.
last Saturday. Some students
were confused, while others
knew it was time to try to break
a leap frog world record. 
Sophomore Kelly McGunnigal
was looking forward to
the event. 
"I thought it would be really
fun to see college students
playing leap frog," she said. 
Other students were not as
excited. Freshman Erin Frodge
did not enjoy SAC waking her




"It made me not want to
play," she said.  
Approximately 160 Taylor
students gathered in the
Zondervan Library parking lot
to attempt to break the
Guinness world record for the
most people to play a game of
leap frog. SAC needed 900 par-
ticipants to break the record. 
Wait ing for  more peo-
ple  to  come, SAC members
led the group in stretches
before lining up around part of
the loop. The council discussed
different options before decid-
ing to reschedule the event. 
"We were sort of disap-
pointed, but what can you do?"
SAC Vice President Kaiti
Bierdeman said. 
refreshments. Taylor has had a
tent at the race for the past two
years, and many students and
alumni come through, accord-
ing to Campbell.
Roommates Stacey Hansen
and Heather Dunbar from
Third East Olson are both run-
ning the marathon for the first
time and plan to run with a
group of Taylor friends.
Neither has ever run more than
a 5K race before.
"I've always wanted to run a
marathon," Hansen said. "My
parents ran [the mini-
marathon] for 15 years in a
row, so I've been inspired."
Hansen and Dunbar have
been training for the marathon
since registering a few months
ago. They have run five days a
week, including a long run
every Saturday. This Saturday
they ran 10 miles and feel
ready for the race.
"I think there will be parts
that are tough, but I feel well-
prepared," Hansen said.
"Supposedly the eighth or ninth
mile is the hardest and after
SAC member sophomore Nate Clark directs leap frog partici-
pants in stretches. SAC had to reschedule the event.
Photo by Ashley Smith
themselves) and "misfold"
(misshape themselves).
"I have always liked the idea
of distributed computing and
figured that by doing this, I
could do some good by con-
tributing to science," senior
Jason Misurac said.
Scientists consider proteins
the building blocks of life.
Misfolded proteins probably
cause diseases like Parkinson's,
Alzheimer's and Mad Cow. By
understanding proteins, the
program founders and their
global assistants also hope to
understand related diseases.
Folding@Home hopes to dis-
tribute this massive task to
thousands of computers that
can run the scanning software
on their computers 24/7.  The
combined computer power is
faster than a supercomputer.
Speed is vital because a pro-
tein folds in millionths of a sec-
ond.  The program slows down
each fold to reproduce it for
study.  Every linked computer
analyzes the folds and sends its
findings back over the Internet
to Stanford for assessment.
After four and a half years run-
ning, the program's findings
have yielded over sixteen
research papers.
One finding of the program is
the "unfolding" of the protein
the HIV virus uses to latch
onto our DNA. Stanford scien-
tists submit the findings to sci-
entific journals and post the
findings online for any
researcher to use.
After downloading, the pro-
gram's software runs in the
background and automatically
sets itself at the lowest power
priority so it doesn't interfere
with normal computer use.
While it works, the program
window displays progress
information and an active,
3-dimensional rendition of
the protein.
"It's an easy way to help out,"
junior Aaron Shapiro said.  "If
everyone did it we would have
some progress in our fight
against cancer."
TU students join global study of proteins
to ensure Freimuth's safety in
the future.  These could include
increasing foot patrols within
and around the building, creat-
ing barriers to make illegal
entry more difficult, and
installing an alarm system,
Row said.  
Human Resources also issued
regulations about being in the
building after hours, Associate
Vice President for Human
Resources Steve Brogan said.  
Every student needs to have
authorization to enter buildings
after hours. In such cases where
entry is necessary, the student
should call campus safety to
get authorization.
Row urges students and staff
to be proactive in ensuring per-
sonal safety.  
"If they find a door ajar or a
window broken, call us imme-
diately so we can deal with it,"
Row said. "I'd like to publicly
thank that student who called
… because that student really
did a great job in calling that in
right away."
DC addition set for construction
This summer, the dining com-
mons will get an upgrade.
Art Hodson (for whom the
DC is named) and his wife
Nelle donated most of the
$730,000 for an addition to the
north side of the DC.
The 2,225-square-foot addi-
tion will double the size of the
tiled entrance lobby and double
the size of the student lounge.
The Hodsons donated the
funds because their friend Jerry
Nelson, director of food servic-
es, told them the DC needed
more room to alleviate crowd
congestion.
Besides relieving the conges-
tion, the Hodsons also wanted
to provide a space for students
to gather.
The added lounge area will
feature a fireplace, cathedral
ceilings, computer terminals,
possible WiFi and new furni-
ture.
"It's a place for kids to come
and study quietly," Nelson said.
Nelson wants to keep the
lounge open all the time so stu-
dents will be able to use the
lounge whenever they like.
While the addition is under
construction, the rest of the
DC, including the upstairs
bathrooms and Heritage Room,
will undergo renovation for
handicap accessibility.
Construction will begin on the
Monday after graduation, and
will take six months complete.
To prepare for the addition,
construction crews will tear up
a portion of the DC's concrete
patio to access a storage room
below to install supports.
Most of the work will  take
place over the summer while
students are gone.  Once they
return in the fall, work will
slow.
For most of the fall semester,
the north entrance will
be closed.
This addition isn't the Hodsons'
first contribution to the
campus.
Years ago, before the DC was
built, Hodson donated a 60-
acre Upland farm worth
$200,000 to Taylor.  The land is
now being sold off for develop-
ment.
Three to four years ago, in
honor of his wife, he donated
the money for the building of
the East and West Alspaugh
banquet halls.
They have also established a
scholarship fund for Taylor stu-
dents who demonstrate finan-
cial need and academic merit.
"They have such a heart for
students," said Harold Hazen,
vice president for university
advancement.
The Hodsons have a close
relationship with Taylor.
In 1930 and 1931, Hodson
attended Taylor as an under-
graduate before transferring to
Purdue.  His wife, Nelle, her
father, her son and one of her
grandsons have graduated from
Taylor.
The Hodsons have their rea-
sons for giving to Taylor.
"We love the place," he said.
"They're doing a wonderful job
teaching things to young men
and women.  They can make a
difference in the world."
that it's not bad, because you
know it's almost over."
"Well I think it will be chal-
lenging, but do-able," Dunbar
agreed. "We've been training."
Some Taylor students might
enter the race without prepara-
tion. Baseball players Dustin
Miller and Tad Litwiller are
considering stepping in for a
couple friends who registered
but won't be able to run.
"Just to say I did it," Litwiller
said. "It's 13 miles."
Jared Cheek is also entering
the mini-marathon for the first
time, but he is taking a more
spiritual approach.
"I didn't choose running," he
said. "Running chose me."
Map courtesy of 500festival.com
Graphic by Neal Friesen, Photo by Matt Wissman
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Senior Matt Docter flies Superman-style over the finish line. Docter and his fellow seniors placed first with a lap ahead of all other teams in their 64-lap race around the Taylathon course.
Photos by Matt Wissman
Betterlate 
thannever
Sunny skies and 80-degree temperatures ushered in a belated
Taylathon 2004. The race overcame several obstacles this year,
but the long-standing tradition will live on.  
Two weeks before the race, ICC wondered if the race would
survive another year.  The sophomore men did not have a team
until days before the deadline.  At the last minute, enough men
showed up to practice.  With all teams set, the race was on.  
“I knew the sophomores would pull through,” ICC Vice
President Courtney Kennedy said.  “They just needed a little
motivation.”
The only thing that could stop the race at that point would be
an act of God. Such an act occured on Saturday when the rain
drenched the course, forcing ICC to reschedule the race for yes-
terday.
At 4 p.m., fans gathered to cheer on their classes’ eight-mem-
ber team.  
The girls’ race was first.  It involved 32 laps around the course,
which followed the sidewalk by Nussbaum and wrapped around
Reade to complete the circuit.  
After a close race with a couple spills, the seniors won, fol-
lowed by the freshmen, sophomores and juniors.
“It was exciting [to win],” senior Lindsey Beard said. “I wasn’t
confident in the beginning.  At practice, everyone was really
strong.  We didn’t think we had it in the bag.”
Around 5:15, the men’s 64-lap race began.
The seniors also led by a lap and ran a practically flawless race
with few penalties.  The juniors placed second, followed by
freshmen and sophomores.
Taylathon 2004 proved Taylor traditions won’t die easily.
“I am very thankful that the tradition of Taylathon [was] kept









Senior Lucas Steever takes a hard fall during one of the tran-









seniors at the end
of the race.
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Photo provided by Kevin Anselmo
Freshman Gloria Havyarimana lives with Tim and Pat
Kirkpatrick in their home this semester. Havyarimana left her
home in Kenya to attend Taylor spring semester.
Our main goal is
that our commu-







Alum spreads hope through Internet
TU students raise cancer awareness 
BY JOEL LOOPER
STAFF WRITER
On Oct. 8 the national Relay
for Life, benefiting the
American Cancer Society, will
come to Taylor for the first
time since the event began 19
years ago. 
“Almost everyone knows
someone who has dealt with
cancer,” said junior Ryan
Antiel, director of Relay for
Life. “This community has felt
its effects this year — Ollie
Hubbard, Larry Mealy, Cindy
Tyner and others.” 
Antiel hopes the Taylor com-
munity will learn to help cancer
victims and give money to
medical research.
“Our main goal is that our
community will reach out to a
population devastated by
cancer with Christ’s love,”
Antiel said.
In the beginning of April,
Antiel began to meet with the
director of Relay for Life in the
Indiana area on how this pro-
gram could start at Taylor. 
“This is a neat opportunity for
a Christian community to help
those affected by cancer,”
Antiel said.
Activities will include a 5K
run, dinner and a possible
Christian rock concert before
1999 Taylor graduate Kevin Anselmo started his online maga-
zine Global Heroes to promote hope and overcoming the odds.
the relay walk around the loop.
Teams will walk through the
entire night with each team
member taking a shift.
“[The continuous walk] sym-
bolizes the continued struggle
cancer patients go through,”
Antiel said. 
SAC, IFC, Community Life,
Community Outreach and
the Pre-Med Club will help
run the event. Antiel and the
other co-directors also hope to
get help from local churches
and businesses. 
Antiel believes the support of
the Upland community will be
vital to the event’s success.
“This is a unique opportuni-
ty,” Antiel said. “We want to
help bridge the gap between
Taylor and Upland.” 
Antiel and the other co-direc-
tors have set a goal of 500 relay
participants, each raising $100.
The total $50,000 would be
four times what Ball State
made in this event in  April. 
It is important that partici-
pants begin organizing teams
and raising money over the
summer for the walk. 
“Start talking to friends and
family,” Antiel said. “Maybe
set aside part of a paycheck.
Many people will take Light
House trips or other mission
trips and that is wonderful. But
this is a great ministry in our
own back yard.” 
Relay for Life is the single
largest non-profit event in the
world, started in 1985 by Dr.
Gordy Klatt in Tacoma, Wash. 
No t re  Dame ,  Ind iana
University and Ball State
also hold annual Relay for
Life events. 
For more information about
the Relay for Life contact
director Ryan Antiel or go the
the American Cancer Society
Relay for Life Web site
www.cancer.org.
Every day, the media ravages people’s minds with stories ofwar, pestilence, murder and unchecked evil. Every corner ofthe world seems to be teeming with wickedness, but in the
midst of the gloom there are small but fierce lights of hope.
It’s those stories of hope and overcoming the odds that 1999
Taylor graduate Kevin Anselmo wants to share with the world.
He felt moved to write such stories when he noticed how his
African friends, who have very little, still have a positive outlook
on life while those with plenty complain.
“People blame their conditions on social circumstances, but there
are people who overcome,” Anselmo said. “There are a lot  of
wonderful people who have done amazing things despite
their circumstances.”
Through his online magazine globalheroesmagazine.com, he
focuses on the inspirational stories of people from different coun-
tries and backgrounds.
Writing about hope wasn’t always his plan.  As a former sports
editor for The Echo, his goal in college was to write about sports,
but three years abroad gradually changed that.
As the communications and marketing assistant manager for the
International Baseball Federation in Switzerland, he was living his
dream and making good money. Then he came to realize that the
way people think of others is often based on politics, and he want-
ed to help change those negative stereotypes.
He first planned to make a book of heroes from every country,
but the task proved so difficult that he decided to limit his focus to
each continent.
After two years of toying with the idea of a magazine, he came
to a crossroads.  Was he going to stay in his secure and enjoyable
job?  Or was he going to follow his new dream of the magazine?
“My grandfather recently passed away, and he would always talk
about the things he wished he could have done,” Anselmo said.  “I
didn’t want to be telling my grandkids that.”
Fifteen months ago he left his job and moved back home to New
Jersey to launch the magazine. With his savings and trust in
God, he began the arduous task of starting a publication from the
roots up.
He expected his excitement over the magazine to spread, but
instead he found himself constantly fighting against the onslaught
of negative news.
“It’s definitely not what I expected it to be,” Anselmo said.
“There’s a lot of work involved.”
Despite the hard work, he still wakes up each day excited
to begin.
At first he wrote all the stories, but now he writes once a month
because the business side demands his full attention.
Getting story ideas is easy for him. He constantly scans the news-
papers, looking for positive stories. He has a list of a hundred
potential stories to write.
Among the six featured stories on his Web site is one about an
Israeli Jew and a Palestinian Muslim who have been best friends
since childhood.  Some may doubt they are heroes but their close
friendship shows there is hope in the worst of situations.
“No matter where you come from or believe in, you need posi-
tive stories,” Anselmo said.
This conviction led him to make his magazine a non-religious
publication, though some stories are about Christians
“I don’t want to shut off my non-Christian audience,”
Anselm said.
Despite hardships and an uncertain future, he loves what he
is doing.
“I was making good money and traveling the world, but I’m
more content now, knowing that I’m making a difference,”
Anselmo said.
The stories encourage him as well.  Referring to a story on an
armless man that plays the guitar with his feet, Anselmo said, “If
he could play without arms, what can I do?”
Burundi student finds niche at TU
“Give to us clear vision that we may know where to stand and what to stand for 
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BY GLORIA PUDAITE
FEATURES EDITOR
Sixteen hours on the plane,depravation of sleep,
exhaustion and numbness were
a result of Gloria Kwizera
Havyarimana’s flight that
brought her from Nairobi,
Kenya, to Taylor University.
“I didn’t know what to feel,”
Havyarimana said. “I knew I
wasn’t going back home until
after two years and I didn’t
know how my faith was
going to be when I returned
home. All those who helped
me grow in my faith weren’t
going to be around me. I was
even wondering if I would
still be a Christian when I
returned home.” 
Her long-time family friend
and retired Taylor communica-
t i o n s  p r o f e s s o r , T i m
Kirkpatrick, picked her up
from the Detroit airport on Jan.
28. Kirkpatrick was the one
who informed Havyarimana
about Taylor.
“I’ve always liked engineer-
ing and I heard Taylor offered
this program,” Havyarimana
said. “I didn’t want to deal
with culture shock and lose
my Christian identity in a
secular environment.”
Havyarimana said adjusting
to Taylor was easier because of
her time at Rosslyn Academy
School in Nairobi, Kenya.
“Being at Rosslyn Academy
School helped me to be famil-
iar with Americans and with
other international students,”
Havyarimana said. “My belief
in God has also helped me
a d j u s t  t o  b e i n g  a w a y
from home.”
She also found it helpful to
already know two Taylor
students, Dionne Osman and
Aaron Felkner, from high
school in Kenya. Because
Havyarimana did a lot of
traveling growing up in a
missionary home, she hasn’t
been too homesick, she said.
“I’ve lived all over Africa and
Central Africa,” Havyarimana
said. “From Burundi, Uganda,
Rwanda, Congo to different
places in Kenya.”
Havyarimana was struck right
away by the friendliness of the
Taylor community.
“I could not believe how
friendly people were to me,”
Havyarimana said. “It also
amazed me that masses go to
chapel who are not forced to.”
As she began attending class-
es, immediately teachers and
students knew she was not
from the United States.
“Kwizera means ‘faith’ in
Kirundi, a language spoken in
Burundi,” Havyarimana said.
“My last name means ‘God
who gives birth’ in Kirundi
as well.”   
Havyarimana was born in
Bujumburu, Burundi, where
she lived until she was 14.   
“My grandfather and Dr. Tim
Kirkpatrick started the first
Christian radio station in
Burundi,” Havyarimana said.
“After my grandfather died in
an ethnic conflict between the
Tutsi and Hutu, the
Kirkpatricks looked after my
father and grandmother.”
Havyarimana’s family lives
in Gigiri, Kenya, where her
father works with Geneva
Global and her mother is
getting her Masters at Nairobi
University. Havyarimana has a
younger brother Elyse and two
younger sisters, Annie and
Alice who are living in Kenya
with their parents. 
Havyarimana is living with
the Kirpatricks this semester
and hopes to move into dorms
next semester. 
“I can’t wait to be with lots
of other people,” Havyarimana
said. “In dorms, I can really
experience college life and
implement the values that are
instilled in me.”
Taking a year off school before
attending Taylor was the best
decision freshman Alicia Chew
ever made, she said.
Chew worked with Youth With
a Mission in Melbourne,
Australia, from September
2002 to March 2003. She par-
ticipated in activities such as
street evangelism and working
in a soup kitchen.
“I really wanted to experience
mission and get an idea of what
it means to do God's work,”
Chew said. “I thought I knew
everything about the Bible and
God, but my mission experi-
ence changed all that.”  
Chew lived with 12 other stu-
dents representing seven
nations. Journeying from her
home in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, to Melbourne, she
had great expectations for her
ministry abroad.
“I wanted to be more passion-
ate about missions and this trip
definitely gave me this pas-
sion,” Chew said.
Chew chose Australia because she
had visited the country four
t imes  wi th  he r  f ami ly
and friends. 
During her discipleship train-
ing, Chew gained a deeper
understanding about God and
how to minister to his people,
but the most important thing
she learned was the power
of prayer.
“During my time in Australia,
I was constantly in awe by the
power of prayer,” Chew said.
“Before we did anything, we
prayed first and we saw God’s
hands move in our ministry.”
Chew’s group served mainly
in Melbourne and in the north-
ern part of Australia in
Townsville, Queenslend. Some
of her favorite memories
were of the van rides to
her destinations.
“We would sometimes ride 16
hours to get to our destination,”
Chew said. “These were the
times when I really got to talk
to my other team members and
really get to know them. We
would sing in the van and
praise God together.”
Working with 12 other stu-
dents, Chew learned the impor-
tance of working in a group and
getting along with others.
“I learned to be more com-
passionate and tolerant of oth-
ers,” Chew said. “When you’re
living with this many people,
you learn to accept them for
who they are.”
During Chew’s time in
Australia, she also had time to
apply to Taylor. Her sister is a
junior at Wheaton College and
recommended Taylor to her.
I wanted a community atmos-
phere and my sister knew that
Taylor  had this ,  so she
recommended that I apply,”
Chew said.
During her first year at Taylor,
Chew's desire for missions
increased through her commu-
nications classes. Her desire is
to pursue journalism and be a
missionary in another country.
“I want to work for an inter-
national organization being a
newswriter and at the same
t i m e  b e  a  m i s s i o n a r y, ”
Chew said.  
Chew encourages others to
take a step of faith and learn to
trust in God.
“With his help, so much can
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“It is not worth an intelligent man's time to be in the majority. By definition, there are
already enough people to do that.”
-G. H. Hardy
Letter to the Editor
Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must
be received by 6 p.m. on
Wednesday and be 425
words or less in order to




You can write us off-cam-
pus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade
Ave., Upland, IN 46989-





The opinions expressed in Letters
to the Editor do not necessarily
represent The Echo or its staff or
Taylor University.






Why do Christians even
vote for Republicans?
Letter to the Editor
Definitive answer to
modesty problem
A bortion. War.  Taxes.Welfare.  Poverty.  These
are issues Christians may put a
significant amount of time
mulling over while standing in
their voting both.  For years,
Christians have always found it
easy to pull the Republican
lever in the presidential race.
But why do they feel obligated
to blindly support any and all
decisions made by the
Republican Party, just because
our President stands in front of
a camera and says, "God Bless
America"?
Perhaps the belief that
Republicans strive for the final
abolishment of abortion is
motivation enough to try and
see George W. Bush through
for another four years.
However, if this is true, why
does Bush publicly proclaim a
stance resembling that of pro-
choice instead of pro-life?  Yes,
Bush may say he opposes abor-
tion, but his stance comes with
exceptions (rape, incest, or
endangering the life of the
mother).  
Even his wife has, on sever-
al occasions, voiced her support
for her husband on the issue of
abortion.  Both even said they
opposed overturning the Roe v.
Wade decision, which allowed
abortion on demand.  Why have
Christians allowed a man with
such lax ethical beliefs stand
for their moral and ethical
upstanding?
Though Bush's tax-cut plan
may sound appealing to all U.S.
citizens, the truth of the matter
is that his plan benefits the
wealthiest (and smallest) per-
cent of Americans.  But what
about the other 98 percent of
people in our country, people
who make pennies compared to
the millionaires capitalizing on
Bush's tax cut? Shouldn't
Christians be more concerned
with helping those who need
help?  Few Christians are inter-
ested in helping the needy or
the poor or the homeless
because it takes too much time
and effort.
The biggest problem with
Christians supporting Republicans
is the way they allow the
Republican Party to drag the
image and name of Jesus
through the mud and dirt, just
to secure the votes from the
churches.  Jesus is a religious
symbol; he is not a political
symbol.  It's appalling to watch
the faces of Christians light up
when the word "God" is men-
tioned by any member of the
Republican Party.  Watching
the oval office stand and pledge
allegiance to our flag now
seems a spiritual and deeply
moving experience for the
Christians sitting at home, who
watch the degraded name of
God in awe-inspired silence.
It's time Christians broke free
of this stereotypical image they
have created for themselves,
which allows Republicans to
force any suggestion down
their throats, whether it's con-
troversial or not.  Meanwhile
Christians simply stand for
what they think they believe,
and with wide-eyed ignorance
say, "Please, sir, I'd like another."
By Jamin Clutcher
The mission of The Echo is to fairly and without bias represent the
views of diverse voices on Taylor University’s campus and to be a
vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body,
faculty and staff.  The Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters
healthy discussion about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for
change on our campus.  
The Echo has been published weekly since 1915, except for January
term, exam week and school holidays, and is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press
Association.  
The Echo is printed by the Marion Chronicle Tribune in Marion,
IN.  Offices are located in the Rupp Communication Arts Building.
All letters, questions or comments may be addressed to:
The Echo
236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN  46989-1001
(765) 998-5359
echo@tayloru.edu































In light of the recent dia-logue concerning modesty on
Taylor's campus, it became
clear that any discussion of this
issue should include specifics.
Because modesty is subjective,
the acceptable range of subjec-
tivity should be discussed and
clarified, especially consider-
ing the lack of thorough cross-
gender understanding.  
First, let's discuss modesty as
it pertains to guys.  Previous
discussions have suggested that
guys should keep their shirts
on, regardless of the tempera-
ture or activity.  We feel that
this is extreme.  The underlying
issue here often centers on the
apparent double standard: guys
can, girls can't.  Ok, so it's not
"fair."  For all you women who
are frustrated by this inequality,
may we remind you that the
issue of modesty isn't about
"clothing equality," it's about a
desire to support our Christian
brothers in their struggle
for purity.  
However, it would be foolish
to think that women do not
struggle with lust, or that it
lacks the intensity of a guy's
struggle. A woman's struggle is
just as intense, but manifests
itself differently because it is of
a different nature. Her lust is
more abstract and focuses on
emotional, spiritual and physi-
cal intimacy. To women, physi-
cal appearance is important but
not all encompassing.  Therefore,
shirtless guys can be a tempta-
tion, but this is not the core
issue of a woman's struggle.
Nevertheless, guys still need to
show sensitivity on this issue.
Here are a few suggestions to
the guys: First, be aware of
your audience and your
motives. Second, be respectful
if asked to put your shirt back
on, and don't complain. Third,
don't give out hugs without
your shirt.
Now let's talk about modesty
as it pertains to women.  A
man's struggle with lust is
much more closely tied to
physical appearance than is a
woman's.  The desire of the
flesh for a man is exactly that—
a desire of and for flesh.  It is a
purely carnal lust, and thus is
activated by the physical, or the
suggestion thereof.  Mind you,
we're not suggesting that every
single guy on the face of the
planet functions this way, or
that this is the only desire for
sexual intimacy a guy might
have—but it is precisely con-
trolling this carnal desire that a
call to modesty focuses upon.
For a guy, the link between lust
and a female is her body.
Immodest dress draws attention
to, and in some cases all too
clearly defines, the very parts
of her body which can make
him lust.  
The point has often been
made, and rightly so, that in the
"real world" guys will face
much more immodesty than
any Taylor girl would ever
force upon him.  However, ado-
lescence is the time in a man's
life when this struggle is most
pronounced, and college is
often the time where he learns
to deal with it.  This is facilitat-
ed by modesty, and is a gradual
process like the gain of inde-
pendence—the important les-
sons are most easily learned on
a small scale.  A child thrown
into the streets may eventually
learn to cope, but the lessons of
independence are much more
easily attained in the security
and love of family.  In the same
way, a man's preparation for a
life of sexual purity is best
accomplished with the support
of his sisters in Christ, and the
best way a woman can support
men in this is by showing sensi-
tivity in her choice of clothing.
We would like to suggest an
approach to modesty that tran-
scends personal judgment.  It is
a method of evaluating your
wardrobe selection that finds
much in common with modern
analysis of art—specifically
with the analysis of what draws
the eye.  Plainly stated, if your
outfit draws attention to your
face, then you are dressed
appropriately. However, if what
you are wearing draws atten-
tion to your chest, your rear
end, or to your thighs, then you
should probably rethink your
outfit.  Although no one set of
guidelines can possibly please
everyone, we feel that this prin-
ciple, if consistently applied,
can have a positive impact on
both men and women at Taylor
University.
By Jason Misurac and Beth
Mitchell
Letter to the Editor
Vayhinger signs missing!
whereabouts? Did the adminis-
tration finally come to the con-
clusion that "The Loop" was
simply a better name, or did they
get blown over in that "tornado"
drill a few weeks ago? It seems
strange that all of our precious
tuition dollars pay for meaning-
less signs that rename a land-
mark, and then they're just gone.
Perhaps it is the work of some
benevolent faction to help bring
order to Taylor University. If this
is the case, I would like to extend
a heartfelt thank you to whoever
is responsible for this occur-
rence.  Long live "The Loop!"
By Matt Whitt
R emember all thoseVayhinger Circle signs that
went up some time last year?
They were the ones that renamed
our beloved Loop? 
Is it just my eyesight or has
anyone else noticed that they
seem to have vanished into thin
air without any mention of their
How does one answer the
calls of stupidity?
I do not desire to encourageimmodesty. Well, not really.
However, I do not wish to be
another token voice encourag-
ing modesty, either.  What does
this leave?  I believe the impor-
tant, uncharted middle ground.  
Yes, some women on this
campus dress inappropriately
for attention.  On the other
side, many women dress very
plainly, bordering on extreme
conservativeness. Is this the
answer? Does modesty mean
hiding any possible sensual
parts of one's body?  
In this country breasts and
stomachs are usually consid-
ered the most sensual, but
ankles can be sensual as well as
collarbones, necks and ears.
This is my problem: where is
the line?  I believe that in an
attempt to dress modestly one
can easily fall into complacen-
cy towards one's body.  
American culture, (all cul-
tures in this fallen world, but I
will focus only on ours), has
twisted the idea and value of
beauty.  Beauty means sex,
unhealthy exotic bodies and
shock value.  This is not what
God intended when he created
beauty, particularly the beauty
of the human body. The beauty
found in each woman's body
is unique. 
Why is there such a problem
with eating disorders and low
self-esteem on college campus-
es?  I know we have pointed
the finger at culture and found
the cure to be residing in God's
love. But it becomes so shal-
low when each woman must
say she is beautiful because she
is human. A further step would
be identifying the particular
type of beauty God uniquely
instills in each of us.  
So how does this relate to
modesty? If Christian women
on this campus do not learn to
embrace the beauty God
instilled in them, we are all
guilty of feeding into the twist-
ed version of beauty that cul-
ture offers.  By all means, do
not flaunt this beauty.
Flaunting is immodest. That is
a contortion of beauty as well.
However, do not be embar-
rassed or attempt to hide beau-
ty for the sake of modesty.
Modesty is not complacency.
Humility is not lack of pride.  It
is the lack of vanity that can
infiltrate pride.  Be proud of
the unique gift God has given
you in your body. 
I encourage each woman on
this campus to find the healthy
middle ground of dress and
attitude, to embrace God's gift
and show American culture
what beauty truly is.
By Emily Brown
P at Tillman, a formerfootball player for theArizona Cardinals,
walked away from a three-year,
$3.6 million contract to join the
U.S. Army Rangers for $18,000.
He fought in Operation Iraqi
Freedom. 
Almost two weeks ago, he died
while fighting Al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan. With that said, one
could call Tillman a hero, filled
with courage.
However, Rene Gonzalez and
Ted Rall also have a notable
amount of courage. One must
remember, there is the extreme
side of courage on Aristotle's
golden mean. Gonzalez and Rall
seem to tip on the extreme side,
the one bordering on foolishness
that has led to ignorance.
Perhaps you haven't heard of
these individuals. They made
news with their comments about
the late Mr. Tillman.
First, Ms. Gonzalez said in an
article for the University of
Massachusetts' The Daily
Collegian, that Tillman was a
"G.I. Joe guy who got what was
coming to him … He was acting
out his macho, patriotic crap and
I guess someone with a bigger
gun did him in."
Additionally, she stated, "That
was not heroism, it was prophet-
ic idiocy."
Had enough? Well, there's
more.
In a political cartoon, Ted Rall
suggested Tillman was an
"idiot" and a "sap," saying
President Bush's wars against
Iraq and Afghanistan had noth-
ing to do with 9/11. I understand
the difficulty in linking Iraq to
Sept. 11, but no link to
Afghanistan? 
My jaw still drops from that
assertion.
I understand Ms. Gonzalez
and Mr. Rall are within their
rights to say what they think.
They can call out the late Mr.
Tillman for fighting in an
alleged phony war and being an
idiot. 
However, I drift back in
American history when Joseph
N. Welch asked anticommunist
crusader Senator Joe McCarthy
something during the 1954
Communist witch hunt hearings. 
"Have you no sense of decen-
cy sir?”
Gonzalez and Rall seemingly
lack it.
I hope that in our dissents of
foreign and domestic affairs, we
will use reasonable and sound
thinking. If we do, then we can
answer that yes, Mr. Welch, we
do have a sense of decency. And
yes, Mr. Tillman, we thank
you for your service in defend-










Every summer seems to bethe same when it comes tomovies. There are sequels
from the undeserving block-
buster hits from two Junes ago
and always a slew of big-budg-
et throw away action flicks.
There’s the flitty romantic
comedies, the ridiculous, how-
did-this-movie-even-get-made
comedies, and nine times out of
ten, you can predict there to be a
third installment of a big hit
(last summer it was the lame
Spy Kids: 3D Game Over).
Sadly, the predictability of what
Hollywood has in store for
American moviegoers hasn’t
changed much in the 2004 sum-
mer season. 
May is a big month for movies
and this year is no different.
Shrek 2 is the sequel to the 2001
Dreamworks’ $479 million
global hit. This time around,
newlyweds Shrek and Fiona are
off to meet Fiona’s parents who
live in the computer-animated
equivalent of Beverly Hills. 
In Wolfgang Peterson’s Troy,
the ancient story of yes, that
Trojan horse and that big
Homer-driven battle, Brad Pitt
and Orlando Bloom take head
reigns in one of the year’s most
expensive flicks. After trouble
filming due to the war in Iraq
and two hurricanes that hit the
set in Mexico last year, the now
$200+ million budgeted film is
looking for a return. 
The Day After Tomorrow is a
Big Apple disaster movie star-
ring Dennis Quaid and Jake
Gyllenhaal, with a 28 Days
Later / Independence Day feel
to it. 
Other May movies include
Garry Marshall’s Raising
Helen, starring Kate Hudson
playing a fashion consultant
who receives custody of three
kids after her sister and brother-
in-law die in a car accident; Van
Helsing, a monster movie with
director Stephen Sommers (The
Mummy) in the big seat and
Hugh Jackman wearing a big
hat; and Saved!, the religious
fest playing on every Christian
stereotype imaginable. Other
smaller gems to look out for are
Coffee and Cigarettes, starring
Bill Murray, Steve Buscemi,
Cate Blanchett, and Iggy Pop
shot in black and white film,
and Super Size Me, a documen-
tary about a man who eats at
McDonald’s every day for a
month, and lives to make a
movie about his horrendous
post-fast-food experience. 
In June, Steven Spielberg’s
The Terminal appears, with Tom
Hanks playing an immigrant
who makes a home out of an
airport terminal after realizing
he can’t return home. Also, the
third installment of the summer
is the highly anticipated Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban. Although director
Chris Columbus has dropped
out of the picture, independent
film director favorite Alfonso
Cuaron (A Little Princess, and
the racy Mexican crossover hit
Y Tu Mama Tambien) has
jumped on the Quidditch stick. 
Others in June include The
Stepford Wives, a new spin on
the 1975 film; Dodgeball: A
True Underdog Story, starring
Ben Stiller and Vince Vaughn
(this one looks promising after
Starsky and Hutch—but then
again, anything would I guess);
White Chicks, a movie about
two black men who dress up as
the title would suggest; and
Nicholas Sparks’ book made
into movie The Notebook, star-
Photo courtesy of IMDB.com
FROM TOP LEFT (clockwise): Mandy Moore and Jena Malone sense the tension in Saved!; the Harry Potter trio is back again in J.K. Rowling’s third
book-to-film adaptation Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban; Brad Pitt muscles up in Troy; and Kate Hudson takes care of family in Raising Helen.
ring Ryan Gosling. Oh yeah, did
I mention Spider-Man 2? Look
for it on June 30 in case market-
ing strategies fail. 
In July, director M. Night
Shyamalan (The Sixth Sense
and Signs) is back and this time,
conjuring up some pretty
spooky, woodsy stuff in The
Village. Others include Keira
Knightley in the summer’s
other Troy-esque film King
Arthur, a big-budget, old school
armor-battle flick, and Halle
Berry going anti-Batman in
Catwoman, another comic book
wannabe spoof. 
In August, the summer sizzles
down with two main attractions:
Shall We Dance?, a remake of
1996 Japanese sensation star-
ring Richard Gere and every-
body’s favorite J.Lo, and The
Princess Diaries 2: Royal
Engagement, Garry Marshall’s
second movie of the summer.
Since August is the month
where many summer sleepers
are awakened, don’t be sur-
prised if you find yourself
watching a film that isn’t men-
tioned here. Chances are there
will  be some little surprises in




A former University of Tulsa
running back who once graced
the field of play is now gracing
the stages of artists such as
Guster, John Mayer and Damien
Rice. After suffering a career-
ending injury in spring 2002,
this 22-year-old singer/song-
writer picked up a guitar for the
first time. With an intense desire
to pour his heart out in song,
Darren Flowers worked dili-
gently to catch his guitar play-
ing up with his voice and was
performing in front of audiences
as early as November 2002. 
Locals immediately accepted
him for his dynamic vocal
melodies and lyrical honesty.
After a strong demand for some
recorded material, Darren
released his debut independent
album “Thrift Store Special” in
late February 2003. After the
release of his first album,
Darren went on an intensive
tour, playing live performances
from the west to east coast no
matter how small the venue. 
From February on, Darren
began to pick up serious
momentum. After just 6 months
“The soul is not more important than the body. God made the whole man, and the whole man is important.”
-Francis Schaeffer, “Escape From Reason”
Talitha Shipman — “Girl with Swallows on her Head” is the
title of this collage piece from her show titled “Kelione,” now
on display in the Galleria.
Taylor Sounds presents the new Café Capriccio
The Taylor Sounds will perform
a variety of musical selections
at their farewell concert Café
Capriccio this Sunday at 7 p.m.
in the Recital Hall. 
“It's a new event, a new tradi-
tion for the Taylor Sounds, and




tonight in the union
BY NATE PIETRINI
STAFF WRITER
any other concert,” senior
Stephen Becker said. 
Capriccio, an Italian word
meaning “lively in tempo and
brilliant in style,” perfectly
describes the event. This will be




Peterson, Heather Morrow, and
BY LAURA LAWSON
STAFF WRITER
Bethany Bergstrom-Rinn.   
They will sing “Chili Con
Carne,” a favorite from their
last concert, the a cappella
“Organ Fugue,” and others
including “Danny Boy,” “Lime
Jell-O," “You are the New Day”
and a few love ballads. Becker
and Songer will sing the duet
“Anything You Can Do,” and
other members will sing quar-
tets, duets, and solos.
Dr. JoAnn Rediger, director of
the Sounds, hopes many stu-
dents and faculty members
will come.
“It's a party!” Rediger said.
“Who wouldn't want to come?
There will be so much enter-
tainment that people will not
want us to stop.” The atmos-
phere will be casual and low-
key, and the Café will also be
visually entertaining. 
Freshman member Anna
Clough said the Café will be
much more than just music.
“We'll all be in full costume,
with special lighting and every-
thing, so it'll be very much like
a cabaret,” Clough said. “It'll be
really fun, since we don't get to
do very much non-traditional
music.” 
American Idol II winner
Hannah DeRegibus will per-
form. With the Sounds backing
her up, DeRegibus will sing
“Amazing Grace,” the song
that won the competition earli-
er this semester. 
The concert is free and light
refreshments are available
before the concert.
Deyanira Lopez — “Desesperacion” is the title of this dig-
ital print piece from her show “Perdida Sin Perder Fe,”
now on display in the Galleria.
All photos by Katy Mann
of live performances Darren
was selected as a finalist for the
nationally renowned Eddie's
Attic Open Mic Shootout in
Atlanta, Ga. in April 2003. A
number of radio appearances,
endless Internet publicity and
the “Live Compilation” release
followed in summer 2003.
His newest production is his
full-length LP “Missing the
Moon.” It is Darren’s first
album with a full band incorpo-
rating some old songs with his
new ones. Darren was recently
picked up by Fresh Tracks
Music, but he is looking for a
larger record label to display his
talent. Currently he is working
with Jars of Clay and Six Pence
None the Richer producer
Mitch Dane. 
With a passionate outlook on
love and life, Darren continues
to captivate listeners with not
only the music he writes, but the
emotion underneath it. Darren
will play alongside former
Taylor student Morgan Stewart
tonight in the student union at
8:15. The concert will cost $2
and is open to the public. 
All of his albums can be pur-





hits stores May 18
Former editor of CCM
Magazine Matthew Paul
Turner's first book, The
Christian Culture Survival
Guide: The Misadventures of an
Outsider on the Inside, may not
be your typical Christian inspi-
rational, but it's got plenty of fla-
vor that will keep even apoca-
lyptic writers Jerry B. Jenkins
and Tim LaHaye chuckling after
a few pages. 
Turner, who was raised in a
fundamental Baptist church,
writes from a perspective that
anyone who's ever said “I was
raised in a Christian home” can
relate to. While telling personal
stories in conversational prose,
and giving many thoughts on
culture's current church prac-
tice, Turner hopes the book will
resonate with people who may
wonder why they're a Christian
at all.  
“I've seen a lot of good and bad
things happen in Christian cul-
ture," Turner said. "Christians
have a tendency to take them-
selves a little too seriously. I
wanted to break that trend.
Survival is meant to be a funny
account about growing up in the
church. Anyone who's ever been
to a church service will relate to
something in this book.” 
The book is full of comical
lists which include “Three Types
of Virgins” to “Five Tell-Tale
Signs that You're about to
Encounter an ‘Old-Fashioned’
meeting with the altar.” Some
lists are irreverent attempts at a
laugh, but many tackle deeper
issues still prevalent in church
circles today. With this book,
Turner hopes people will see
that while Christians sometimes
do odd things, the gospel is still
just as powerful today as it was
2,000 years ago. 
“We live in a culture that is
very hard to minister to, but yet
people are looking for some-
thing real that they can truly
wrap their hearts around,”
Turner said. 
The book will be available
Tuesday, May 18. For more infor-
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loru.edu to sign up
File photo by Katie Mann
First baseman Amy Richardson stretches to get a runner out.
Taylor plays Bethel today in a must-win game.
Lady Trojans drop opener, win
next two to keep Regional
tournament hopes alive
With its back to the wall, the
Taylor softball team rose to the
occasion in yesterday’s Mid-
Central Conference tournament
to win two games and extend
its season another day.
The team fell in the opener,
2-0 to Huntington College, but
rebounded with a 12-4 win
over Grace College and a 9-1
win over Goshen College. 
In the first game, Taylor
was only able to muster four
hits in the loss.  
Huntington scored on an
unearned run in the
first inning to take
the lead, and another
run an inning later.
The Forresters held
Taylor’s bats    in
check. 
“We just came out
dead in the first
game,” sophomore
pitcher Sarah
Sarracino said. “We picked it
up in the second and third
games. We generated a lot more
offense.”
In game two, Taylor’s bats
came alive in the 12-4 win and
Emily Pensinger picked up the
win on the mound. 
The game ended after the




Maple Leafs for six
runs in the second
inning and the defense
was solid, allowing
only one run.
The wins put Taylor
two wins away from the
championship game.
Taylor plays top seeded
Bethel today at 10 a.m. Bethel
was 14-0 in the MCC.
The era continues
Trojan track team’s win at Goshen
secures team’s tenth straight Mid-
Central Conference championship
Strong of body and swift of feet,
they braved the elements to compete.
The commotion up at Goshen
was the yearly Conference meet.
The smack had been laid, the challenge thrown down,
Bethel ambitious for our MCC crown.
With humble piety and much anxiety,
We wait for the starter's pistol sound.
Bethel took an early lead, much to their elation,
but Taylor track and field would resist the invasion.
Recalling the past victories amassed,
some strong individuals rose to the occasion.
The two-mile relay started out in a rough way.
Mangum scored in the 8, but the show of the day
was fancy pants Lance,
who scored in the 15 and owned the 5K. 
Katie Spencer earned an All-Conference selection
She will go to Nationals to run sweet as confection.
IWU felt the ripple of Kamps' MD triple,
while Lolly and Olson earned proper respection.
Try as they may, this man was not stopped.
His speeds in the sprints roasted the clock.
In the two and the four, Nate Porcher did score,
as fast as a bullet shot from a Glock (that's a gun).
B. Jackson did bring it, as is his style,
beating all comers in the hurdle quarter mile.
Drew Tipton in jumping, dished out a thumping.
She rebuffed other jumpers wearing a smile.
Leading the throws was a mighty Jeff Ley,
taking second in shot and the hammer that day.
Emily Brown tossed the hammer with an ear-piercing shrill, 
as ZacMo, his personal record did kill.
Amy Fowler had the other Javelites at command (she won)
To her and the other throwers we extend a warm hand. 
DJ and Gibbs both did alright.
They flexed their track prowess; they showed off their might.
Fulfilling their dream of All-Conference Team,
they've set the bar at a quite dizzying height.
We left with a title and Coach of the Year,
instilling again the Taylor track fear.
We bested our foes for "Ten in Row."
Maybe next year you'll come out and cheer.
File photo by Matt Wissman
Andrew Burgess leads the pack in the Taylor Invitational. Last weekend, Taylor captured its tenth straight Mid-Central Conference
title with a win at the Goshen meet. Several members will advance to Nationals.
Lacrosse grabs top 25 ranking
Trojan lacrosse club finishes
season ranked 24th nationally
For the first time in school his-
tory, the Taylor lacrosse club
finished the season ranked in
the national top 25 poll.
Taylor, 9-4, fell to 16th-
ranked Central Michigan on
Saturday 9-5 in the Central
Collegiate Lacrosse Association
conference tournament to end
its impressive season. 
Central Michigan scored first
to take a 1-0 lead midway
through the first quarter, but
Taylor senior attackman Steve
Green answered with a goal of
his own on an assist from sen-
ior Nate Bates. 
Central scored a second goal,
but Green answered with his
second goal of the game, this
time unassisted, to finish the
first quarter tied 2-2. 
In the second period, each
team again traded goals twice,
and went into halftime tied 4-4. 
Brooks Odle and Brian Hill. 
However, a solid freshman
class, improved leadership and
the return of Nate Bates helped
the club achieve its most suc-
cessful season ever.  
Highlights of the season
included wins over 13th-ranked
Eastern Michigan and 17th-
ranked Northwestern University. 
Taylor’s only losses were to 16th-
Green picked up a hat trick
with his third goal of the game
off an assist from senior Erik
Heavey. Sophomore Jason
Krueger scored Taylor’s other
goal in the quarter.
In the second half, Taylor
took a 5-4 lead when Krueger
beat his defender and found the
top of the net. 
Central, however, tightened
the defense the rest of the way
and kept Taylor scoreless for
the final period and a half.
After three, Central led 6-5. 
In the final period, Central
put the game away with three
goals to dash Taylor’s hopes of
reaching the championship.
Later that night, Central fell
to Calvin College in the cham-
pionship game.
Though Taylor’s season
ended with a loss, the team
considers it a highly successful
season. The club lost eight sen-
iors to graduation last year,
including much of its scoring in
ranked Central Michigan (twice),
fourth- ranked Calvin and Division
APurdue University. 
Taylor also finished second in the
CCLA regular season and has
drawn attention from some of the
top recruits in the Midwest. 
The team expects to  return strong
again next year, despite losing sen-
iors Bates, Green, Heavey, Nate
Shultz and Tony Pignotti.
File photo by Matt Wissman
Freshman attackman Ryan Johnson eludes a defender. Taylor







Athletics Division B 
Top 25 Poll
1.  Southwest Missouri State
2.  University of San Diego
3.  East Carolina University
4.  Calvin College
5.  Texas-Arlington
6.  San Diego State University
7.  Fort Lewis College
8.  University of Puget Sound
9.  Utah Valley State College
10. Claremont College
11. Central Florida
12. St. John’s University
13. Eastern Michigan

















The Taylor baseball season ended on Tuesday night with a double-
header loss at Huntington College. The loss ended Taylor’s hopes
of earning a spot on the NAIA Region VIII tournament.
In game one, Taylor only managed two hits in the 8-0 shutout
defeat. Huntington scored a run in the first and five in the second
to take a commanding 6-0 lead, and then followed with two more
in the sixth to close the door. 
In the second game, Taylor lit up Huntington for four runs in the
first inning, but was unable to cross home plate for the rest of
the game. 
In the second inning, Huntington took advantage of five walks
and a hit batter to score six runs and take the lead it would never
give up. 
Huntington added another run in the third and a grand slam in the
fourth to put the game out of reach and claim the 11-4 victory. 
Taylor ended its season 18-26, 11-16 in the Mid-Central
Conference. Huntington finished the regular season 18-21, 14-12
MCC, and advanced to the tournament.
Last Saturday, Taylor put itself in position to advance to the tour-
nament, needing only a pair of wins over Huntington, with a 4-2
victory over Goshen. 
Senior Cory Neuenschwander allowed just two runs on five hits
for Taylor. Goshen’s only two runs came in the second inning.
Neuenschwander also struck out five batters. 
Tad Litwiller, Matt Alspaugh, Jon Schwander and Dustin Miller
provided the offense for the Trojans. 
File photo by Ashley Smith
Freshman first baseman Ricky Pease awaits the pickoff










*If Taylor wins, it will
play the loser of Marian-
Ind. Wesleyan at 2 p.m.
Huntington     2
Taylor 0
Taylor 12
Grace             4
Taylor 9
Goshen           1
